NO-CODE DATA
AUTOMATION.
NO PROBLEM.

www.xceptor.com

REWIRE YOUR
PROCESSES WITH
A SINGLE PLATFORM
Power up with Xceptor and automate even the most
complex processes, end-to-end, with a single platform.
With unrivalled deep and broad process digitisation
capabilities, Xceptor can handle an unmatched scope
of simple to complex processes.
How? Our no-code data automation platform handles any
data and document type, in any format, from any channel,
to deliver end-to-end automation. Simply.
Put the power into the hands of the business.
Across the enterprise.
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WHAT DOES OUR
PLATFORM DO?

1

Ingests and transforms
any kind of data or
document.

2

No-code process digitisation
with deep and broad
capabilities.

3

A common platform for
clients, industry utilities
and industry solutions.

AUTOMATE BUSINESS CRITICAL PROCESSES
As institutions accelerate digital transformation
across their business, Xceptor is the ideal partner
to help expedite that journey and unleash your people
on higher value activities.
The Xceptor platform empowers institutions to automate
an unparalleled scope of processes across the enterprise
using just one single, extraordinary platform.

Xceptor is changing the automation landscape by enabling your automation
efforts to become mainstream and scalable while building operational resilience.
With enterprise clients across the globe, Xceptor is proven in its ability to automate
everything from simple to complex processes.
Business users are empowered to easily and quickly self-configure a broad scope
of processes as and when needed, ensuring clients are supported in their ability
to build agile businesses.
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WHAT’S INSIDE
THE PLATFORM?

THERE ARE FOUR
KEY FUNCTIONS

At its core sits our enterprise data engine supported
by comprehensive process functionality.

DATA INGESTION

All of this has a wrapper of process orchestration,
security and audit, MI and systems admin.

Xceptor’s data engine ingests and digitises
structured, semi-structured and unstructured
data from any source file, document or data
stream into a structured form.
All enabled by a customisable set of smart
business rules, powered by our unique
combination of OCR and NLP capabilities.

DATA TRANSFORMATION
BFSI
PLATFORMS

ANY DATA
CHANNEL

ANY DATA
FORMAT

ENTERPRISE-GRADE DATA ENGINE

ANY
PROCESS

ANY DATA
SOURCE

COMPREHENSIVE PROCESS FUNCTIONALITY

Business Rules

Validate

Exception Mgt

OCR

Repair

Doc Management

Case Management

NLP

Enrich (ML, Calc)

Doc Generation

Business Logic

Configuration from rules to AI is simple and
done by end users, removing dependency
on IT and data scientists.
DIRECT
DISTRIBUTION
Any format
Any channel

Business Workflows

PROCESS ORCHESTRATION
SECURITY AND AUDIT

Reconciliation

Back office
Middle office
Front office

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION

SYSTEMS ADMIN

Xceptor then validates, repairs and enriches
that data. Users can empower non-standard
enrichment scenarios with Xceptor’s machine
learning, calculations and reference data
techniques.

TECHNOLOGY
PLATFORMS
RPA, AI,
Analytics

PROCESS DIGITISATION
Our process digitisation functionality
is comprehensive, spanning workflow,
reconciliation, exception management,
document management and more.

DISTRIBUTION
Distribution in the desired format to any
system, internal and external.
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WHAT SETS
XCEPTOR APART?
The vast scope of processes we can handle – from simple
processes like basic data transformation, to complex
business solutions, such as multi-way reconciliations
with unstructured document ingestion, matching
and human-in-the-loop.
Add to that, the pure breadth and depth of process
digitisation capabilities in a single, common platform.

WHAT’S SUPERCHARGED?

The data and document ingestion, the exception management
and our ability to manage whole processes, end-to-end.

KEY BENEFITS
 EDUCE INEFFICIENCY
R
CAUSED BY CUMBERSOME,
MANUAL PROCESSES

 EDEPLOYMENT
R
OF EMPLOYEES FOR
HIGHER-VALUE TASKS

IMPROVED IT AND
USER EXPERIENCE

GREATER PROCESS
TRANSPARENCY AND
REDUCED OPERATIONAL RISKS

Our end-to-end automation
capabilities mean organisations can
streamline and configure workflows
on a single platform, heavily reducing
the need for human intervention.

Automating and digitising
previously inefficient processes
results in increased employee
productivity, so your people can
focus their time and energy on
higher-value tasks that drive
business growth.

Our no-code platform’s intuitive
and user-friendly interface means
configuration is simple. End users
can build, modify, and manage
workflows quickly, easily, and
independently of the IT team
– all in a controlled environment.

Creating and maintaining processes
in one single platform provides
greater visibility and transparency
across your organisation. Ultimately,
this enhances operational control
and minimises operational risk.
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MANY USE CASES,
ONE COMMON PLATFORM
Here are just some of the
ways our customers are
using Xceptor to automate
end-to-end processes.

CLIENT
SERVICING

OPERATIONS

RISK AND
COMPLIANCE

Client onboarding

Client orders

Client administration

Client service

• Account opening
• Tax relief at source
• New fund onboarding
• Document management

• Fraud detection

• Commission validation
• Invoicing
• Fee reconciliation
• Client offboarding
• Broker invoicing
• Tax reclaim

• Client reporting
• Document generation
• MI/Dashboard

Middle office

Back office

Data control

• Classifying email intent
• Collateral management
• Price data normalisation
• SSI automation
• Margin call processing
• Term sheet adherence

• Trade confirmations
• Clearing & Settlement flows
• Trade repository reconciliation
• Netting settlements
• Data transformation for RPAs
• Automated trade capture

• Trade validation review
• Corporate actions
• Reconciliation
• Operational reporting
• Term loan processing
• EUD eradication

Inventory & funding

Risk management

Compliance

Regulation

• Digitisation of legacy
trades and contracts
• Client profitability
and capital impact

• Operational risk
• IBOR exposure mapping

• Client and firm
view of compliance
• Operation integrity
• Ringfencing and
separation

• SFTR, Mifid, PRIIPs
• Connectivity to regulators
• Reconciliations
• Repapering
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INDUSTRY
UTILITIES
Banking, Financial Services, Insurance:
powered by Xceptor.
Industry utilities provide a standardised solution for common activities,
available to all.
As Banking, Financial Services and Insurance specialists, our deep
domain focus enables us to cut to the core of industry challenges,
and deliver industry-wide solutions, in collaboration with our partners,
including DTCC, EY and AcadiaSoft.
Using Xceptor as a single common platform delivers economies of scale,
meaning businesses across the industry are able to reduce costs, improve
efficiencies, manage risk and simplify processes.

A ONE-STOP SOLUTION TO SIMPLIFY
THE SFTR REPORTING PROCESS

ELIMINATING EMAIL-BASED
MARGIN CALLS

To help lessen the operational burden on firms, DTCC partnered with Xceptor
to underpin the global DTCC Reporting Hub. Within DTCC’s Global Trade
Repository (GTR), clients are able to leverage Xceptor’s data transformation
capabilities to enrich, normalise and validate data, before submitting it to
the trade repository.

Xceptor and AcadiaSoft’s jointly created service, Relay, completely eliminates
the need for manual emails in the margin process. Unstructured email data is
transformed, enabling the automation of margin communications, meaning
improved timelines, accuracy and control of collateral transactions.
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INDUSTRY
SOLUTIONS

XCEPTOR
RECONCILIATION SOLUTION

XCEPTOR
TAX SOLUTION

XCEPTOR OTC
CONFIRMATIONS SOLUTION

Take control of your data. Unify and accelerate
your entire reconciliation process in one platform.

The single solution for all tax processing activities.

Automate the total OTC confirmations process in
one place from capture through to repository.

The Xceptor Reconciliation Solution ingests and
prepares any kind of data, paving the way for
frictionless reconciliations. The Solution automates
simple to complex reconciliations end-to-end,
eliminating the need for multiple legacy systems.
Easy to use. Simple for end-users to configure.
Reduced reliance on IT.

Global custodians face a myriad of intricacies and
challenges when handling complex withholding
tax claims for clients.
In a single place, Xceptor Tax Solution delivers
end-to-end processing capabilities in the world
of Operational Withholding Tax.
The solution enables the full process to be
automated, and the documentation workflow to
be optimised, to ensure the correct tax is withheld.
The solution comprises five major components
covering the main back offices processes in a
custody tax operation.

Our solution incorporates ISDA, EMTA and EFET
best practice workflows. It ingests, harmonises,
templates and manages the return.
The solution enables businesses to streamline
the trade confirmations process, gain improved
control and transparency, and reduce
operational risk.
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WE’RE BANKING
FINANCIAL SERVICES
AND INSURANCE SPECIALISTS
In an increasingly digital post-pandemic
world, what will move the needle towards
native automation?
HFS Research believe that the answer looks set to lie
in industry-specific technologies. Read what they had to
say about our data automation platform which was built
specifically for the Financial Services industry:
Click here to read the full report

“ Using Xceptor we’ve been able to streamline “ We knew Xceptor would make a difference
our trade confirmations process, taking cost and are really impressed by how much it
out of the business and establishing better
has delivered. Xceptor is the perfect flexible
control over our derivatives operations. The
data management solution to fit with our
original project was completed in just a few
aim of delivering superior service using
short months creating a real value-add for
leading technologies.”
Standard Bank’s international business
CIO,
US Bank
and we have subsequently rolled out
Xceptor to our South African operation.”
Head of Confirmations,
ICBC Standard Bank

WHY AREN’T YOU IN
THE GARTNER MAGIC
QUADRANT?
It’s a question we sometimes get,
and the answer is simple enough:
Gartner view us as Banking Financial Services
and Insurance specialists.
Our degree of specialism is what’s made us
the partner of choice for some of the biggest
institutions.
Find out more here on our blog
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PROVEN BY
OUR CUSTOMERS
“ Xceptor has helped to shift the time and effort
that my team used to spend on manual work to
other less mundane and higher-value activities.”
Associate Director, Head of Reconciliations,
Financial Services

“ The implementation of Xceptor has made
a step change in client service and has reduced
risk inherent in the delivery of a tax reclaim service.
The documentation module is the first of three
components which will form a state of the art
global tax platform for Northern Trust’s
Asset Servicing business.”
Steve Quigley
SVP, Global Head of Income and International Tax Group,
Northern Trust

“ We can now focus on growing our business
pipeline and take on additional funds. Xceptor
allows us to significantly reduce the time and risk
inherent in the migration processes and take on
more complex work”
Head of HSBC Securities Services Business Unit,
HSBC
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BUILD YOUR
BUSINESS CASE
Forrester Total Economic Impact of Xceptor
Forrester carried out a Total Economic Impact study to calculate
the cost savings and business benefits of using Xceptor.
The report sets out the three-year impact.

Improvement in trade
processing handling time

Annual legacy
tool cost savings

Payback period

Improvement in trade
processing handling time

SEARCH ‘TEI OF XCEPTOR’ OR VISIT OUR
WEBSITE TO CALCULATE YOUR TAILORED ROI.
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ABOUT
XCEPTOR
Xceptor delivers no-code data automation software across
the enterprise. We make data ingestion, data transformation
and process digitisation easy. Our platform has the power
to automate even the most complex processes, end-to-end,
with a single platform.
Proven by our customers. Validated by our partners.
Powering industry utilities.
Read testimonials from our customers including HSBC,
BNY Mellon and ICBC Standard Bank, and find out how
Xceptor transformed their businesses by visiting:
www.xceptor.com/why-xceptor/client-stories/

GET IN TOUCH
hello@xceptor.com

